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$750,000 Music Center Scheduled To Open Sept. 1

R.D. KEENE HALL UNDERWAY
Groundbreaking ceremonies for
the new $750,000 R.D. Keene Hall
were held on Wednesday, January 30.
with some 75 persons attending the
event. The R.D. Keene Hall, as it will
be appropriately dedicated upon
completion, will serve as the Music
Center of Rollins. It will house the
Music Department and related programs and will bring together into a
single specially designed structure an
important academic program which
previously has been housed in
several scattered temporary locations
both on and off the main campus.
The facility is being made possible
through three generous foundation
gifts totaling $750,000. The Music
Center will be named in honor of the
late R. D. Keene, whose family has
made possible a gift of $350,000
toward construction of the new
music facility from the Keene Family
Foundation. Two additional major
gifts, $250,000 from the Kresge
Foundation and $150,000 from the
McFeely-Rogers Foundation, provided sufficient funds to complete
construction costs for the building.
Additional gifts are still being sought
to complete furnishings, landscaping, and endowed maintenance.
The R.D. Keene Hall will be
located on-a 11T x 167' wooded site
at the northeast corner of the
intersection of Holt Avenue and
Chase Avenue on the former site of
the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
house. This location will provide a
serene setting for the Music Department and allow convenient access to
the Knowles Memorial Chapel and to
the Annie Russell Theatre for musical
events and rehearsals. The site
contains oak, cedar, and magnolia
trees which will enhance the modified Spanish Mediterranean architecture
planned
for
the
new
structure.
The new music center will be twostories and contain 15,226 square
feet of floor area. The cost of the
building,
including
architectural
fees, is approximately $750,000. All
necessary facilities will be provided
for both the Music Department and
the School of Creative Arts music
program. These will include a 50 ft. x
50 ft. Rehearsal Hall with 25 ft.
ceilings for orchestral rehearsal,
choir rehearsal and recording, en-

Conl. on />.». 1

ARTIST'S RENDERING OF $750,000 R.D. KEENE HALL
Tauscher Named President Of Alumni Association

Gordon Named New Director
Of Alumni Affairs
The appointment of Mr. William R.
Cordon as Director of Alumni Affairs
was announced here recently by the
Alumni Board of Directors and
Rollins
President
Dr.
Jack
B.
Critchfield.
Mr. Cordon, who has recently
resigned as President of the Rollins
Alumni Association, graduated from
Rollins in 1951. Gordon also served
on the Alumni Board of Directors in
various capacities for six years.
Cordon has accumulated 23 years
of professional experience in secondary education, higher education
and community service. He has
taught at several academic institutions including Winter Park High
School, Florida Southern College at
McCoy Air Force Base, Seminole
Junior College and Rollins
The new Director of Alumni Affairs
also serves on various professional
organizations which include the
National Council on Community
Services, the Association of Uni-

Bill Gordon
versity Evening Colleges, Adult Education Association, and the Florida
Association of Community Colleges.
Mr. Don W. Tauscher, former
Vice-President of the Commercial
Bank at Winter Park and now
President
of
Monogram
Land
Company in Winter Park,
has
accepted appointment as the new
President of the Rollins Alumni
Association.

• The recent clothing drive sponsored by the
women of the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority for
the children of Sunland hospital was a great
success. Several boxes of clothing ranging
from children's apparel to men's apparel were
received. Judy Wommack, coordinator for the
activity, delivered the donated clothes last
week to a very appreciative group at the
hospital.
• Dr. David Ohlwiler, noted area plastic
surgeon, recently gave a book review in the
Casa Iberia Cafezinho Series and upon
completion of his review he presented Mrs.
Reginald Pierce, Resident Head at the Casa
Iberia, with a hand carved wooden plaque
carved by the Indians of Honduras. The
plaque may be viewed in the Casa.
• The Rollins sailing team posted a second
place finish in the University of South
Florida's Winter Sun Regatta held on Saturday, January 19 in St. Petersburg. Also
participating in the South Florida-St. Petersburg Yacht Club sponsored event, were South
Florida and the University of West Florida.
Rollins, participating in intercollegiate sailing for-the first time in four years, has just
rejoined the South Eastern Intercollegiate
Sailing Association (SEISA).
• Swimming coach Harry Meisel has been
invited to lecture on "Specifistic Isokinetic

Continued on page 2
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Justice-Coffie Receive Awards
It is a very rare occurrence when a
retired college baseball coach is
named to become part of the College
Baseball Coaches Hall of Fame, and
it is even more infrequent when his
predecessor receives a District Coach
award during the same year. Rollins
College Athletic Director Joe Justice
and baseball coach Boyd Coffie, both
Rollins alumni have succeeded in
accomplishing this rarity.
In a letter received from Mr. John
W. Winkin, President of the American Association of College Baseball
Coaches, former Rollins baseball
coach Joe Justice was informed of his
selection to the AACBC Hall of Fame,
which Winkin termed as, "the highest
honor that he can receive from his
peers."
Justice, who was formerly inducted
into the Hall of Fame recently during
the annual AACBC convention in San
Francisco, came to Rollins as a
student in 1936 and was a star in
football and basketball, as well as
baseball. After graduation in 1940, he
turned down a professional offer to
play baseball in the Class D Florida
League.
as assistant football coach and took
the reins of the baseball team the
following spring. Through the years
he also served as head coach in
football, basketball, soccer and golf.
When named athletic director in
1957, Justice was presented Rollins'
Decoration of Honor. He later went
on to be named Dean of Men at the
College.
Coaching baseball then began to
play a bigger role in Justice's
activities as he was named Coach of
the Year by the NCAA College
Division baseball coaches in 1966.

Students Develop
Grant Plan
Attempting to finance a college
level education is not always an easy
task for prospective students, and for
some it is nearly impossible. With
this in mind, students of the Rollins
College School of Continuing Education have devised an
internal
scholarship-type program which is an
alternate method of giving aid to
those students who are interested in
taking courses at the College's School
of Continuing Education. The student
committee, the sole governing group
for the plan, has complete control
over the program and provide the
financial aid after minimum justification of financial need and want.
"The grant program is a highly
innovative idea developed by our
students," commented Dr. Daniel
Riva, Director of the School of
Continuing Education, "it does away
with all of the time consuming red
tape that usually accompanies loans
and it affords the students the
opportunity to help themselves in the
process of education. We want them
(the students) to run their own
scholarship program without interference from the College officials,"
continued Dr. Riva. "We will only get
involved in matters that require legal
assistance."
The plan, which is classified as a
grant, does not require that the
borrower repay in total, or in any
part, the sum that he was awarded.

President Critchfield (center) congratulates Tar coaches
Boyd Coffie (left) and Joe Justice (right). See story on
this page.
When asked what he felt to be the
highlight of his 25 years of coaching
at Rollins,
Justice
commented,
"Nothing ever topped our 1954
journey into the NCAA World Series
Finals when we became the only
team to reach the finals of both the
NCAA and NAIA tourneys."
After retiring as baseball coach in
1971, Justice gave more time to his
activities as Athletic Director and
golf coach, making way for his
assistant of many years, Boyd Coffie,
as head baseball coach.
With Coffie another era of Rollins
baseball began. In his first year as
head Tar coach (1972) Coffie led a
young inexperienced diamond club
to 18 victories in 39 outings. During
the 1973 campaign Coffie pitted his
squad against a 47 game schedule
which, when concluded, found the
Tars with 26 games in the win column
for a .553 percentage and a berth in

While this is the case, it is anticipated that after the student receives
his education, he will, when and if
possible, repay the loan and contribute to the scholarship program in
an effort to keep the plan alive.
Thus far, the students have
managed to raise over $1,500 by way
of offering their services and products to the community. Initial funds
were raised when the students sold
concessions at last year's Annual
Sidewalk Art Festival in Winter Park
and charged a nominal fee for
parking facilities around the School
of Continuing Education.

the NCAA South Atlantic Regional
Baseball Tournament with Eckerd
College and Florida Southern. The
Tars defeated Eckerd in the first
round before falling to Florida
Southern in the championship game.
In the 26th Annual Rollins College
Invitational Baseball Tournament,
Coffie led the Tars to their first
championship since 1966. In the six
day tournament which featured daily
double-headers, the Tars won 5 and
lost 1, including two victories over
defending
champion
Princeton
University.
Coffie's efforts, which have resulted in a two year baseball record
of 44-40-2, received for him the title
of District Coach for 1973 by the
AACBC Committee, a selection
which was made by his fellow
coaches from a field of better than 70
colleges.

Washington, '35,
Retires
From Education
Mr. Richard B. Washington, a
graduate of the Rollins Class of 1935,
has retired from the field of teaching
after 39 years of service as an
educator. While at Rollins Dick
starred in baseball and football while
being a member of the Phi Delta
Theta fraternal organization. He did
his graduate work at Western North
Carolina and the Universities of
Tennessee and Idaho.
Construction worker, clerk typist,
assistant
boy's
advisor,
coach,
teacher at the Eastern Cherokee
Agency and school in North Carolina,
Dick started his career as educator in
1935. Three forths Cherokee and
direct descendant of Tsali, famous
Cherokee martyr, Dick was transferred as day school teacher to the
Pine Ridge Reservation in 1940. After
serving two years in the South Pacific
with the Marine Corps in World War
II, Dick transferred to Fort Berthold,
North Dakota where he served as
principal, coach and teacher of the
Elbowoods schools. After a year as
Principal of the Fort Yates Community Schools, in 1954 he transferred to the Rosebud Agency in
South
Dakota
as
Education
Specialist. In 1958, he came to the
Gallup Area Office as Higher Education Specialist, until 1966, when he
began his last stint in Albuquerque
Area.
Hard work spelled his way of life
which now is replaced by happy
times with four daughters and three
grand daughters. A near professional
musician, Dick relaxes at his Hammond organ and piano.

NEWS

serve the needs of diabetic children and young
adults and their families. Mrs. Rubutsky has
served at Rollins for six years.

Exercise" and demonstrate his new invention
the "Swim Bench" at the Chattanoga, Tenn.
YMCA on Saturday, May 18. Also appearing
with Meisel in the clinic will be George Haines
(Santa Clara), Don Gambril (Univ. of Alabama) - both former U. S. Olympic coaches and Jack Nelson of Pinecrest School, Florida.
The clinic annually attracts over 300
participants.
• Mrs. Lorraine Rubutsky, Administrative Assistant for the Bush Science Center, is the
recent founder and president of the Central
Florida Chapter of the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation. The Foundation is a growing
non-profit organization whose purpose is to

• Completely unique experiences do not only
happen to those who drink Colt 45 Malt
Liquor as Dr. Ray Roth of the math
department will testify. Dr. Roth was in the
process of borrowing the admissions car last
week when he accidently ended up in the
wrong vehicle - the unique thing was that the
set of keys for the admissions car also worked
for the Dodge Demon owned by Public
Relations secretary, Mrs. Helen McLaughlin.
Luckily, Mrs. McLaughlin witnessed the
strange ordeal and was able to run down Dr.
Roth before he got away. "How long were you
going to be gone for?" asked Mrs. McLaughlin
after stopping Dr. Roth, "only two days", he
replied.

Cont. from pg. 1

Keene Hall
Continued from page 1

instrumental groups. Six Applied
Studios and fourteen Practice Rooms
will be available for individual
instruction and practice in piano,
organ, voice and all performing
instruments. Three adequately sized
classrooms to accommodate from 30
to 40 students will provide the
necessary facilities for effective lecture sessions. Six Faculty and Administrative
offices
and
three
Office/Studios will serve the Music
and Creative Arts faculty's needs. In
addition, there will be a Multi-Media
Complex to contain a listening
laboratory and provide for the display of music scores.

Dr. Jack Critchfield, Rollins president is about to get an assist from Mrs. R.D. Keene at
music center groundbreaking. Mrs. Robert Crane, Mr. and Mrs. Richard McPherson
and Mrs. Keene's granddaughter await their turn with Dr. Critchfield.
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DONALD CRAM HONORED
BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY
Professor Donald J. Cram, a native
of Chester, Vt., and a 1941 graduate
of Rollins, has been chosen to
receive the American Chemical
Society's 1974 Arthur C. Cope Award
which is conservatively estimated to
exceed $30,000. The bulk of the
award will be used to support further
research by the recipient.
Dr. Cram is being honored for
several recent and significant innovations, including the genesis of
"host-guest" synthetic chemistry.
This novel area of chemistry imitates
the way enzymes associate with
substances in the body to promote
(catalyze) reactions. Dr. Cram has
.used ,. recent
knowledge
about
enzyme molecules to synthesize
smaller molecules of a different
nature that nevertheless retain some
of the characteristics of enzyme
action.
He has synthesized "host" molecules that can mimic for the first time
the body's peculiar ability to distinguish between "twin" molecules
which differ only as a right and left
hand do (mirror images). Based on
this principle, he has demonstrated
the feasibility of building an "amino
acid resolving machine" that could
separate the essential amino acids,
which are all "left-handed," from the
usual mixture obtained by laboratory
synthesis. This could become significant in food supplementation for
balanced nutrition. Dr. Cram is also

famous for his "conducted tour
mechanism" of carbanion reactions.
International in scope, the award
recognizes outstanding achievement
in the field of organic chemistry that
is different from any previously
honored through a widely recognized
scientific award.
Dr. Cram will receive a gold medal,
a $10,000 honorarium, and at least
$20,000 in the form of an unrestricted
grant-in-aid for research to be
directed by each awardee at any
university or nonprofit institution of
his choice.
An authority on "intermediates" in
organic reactions, Dr. Cram is author
or coauthor of over 240 research
papers and of several widely used
organic texts. He has supervised the
work of 75 Ph.D. theses and the work
of 48 postdoctoral fellows and
visiting scholars. His research record
of the last five years, during which he
contributed findings in five widely
varying fields, three of which were
new to him, has been called
"remarkable."
Dr. Cram's previous honors include
the 1965 ACS Award for Creative
Work
in
Synthetic
Organic
Chemistry, the 1965 Society of
Chemical Manufacturers Association
Award for Creative Research in
Organic Chemistry, and election to
both the National Academy of
Sciences and the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.

CLUB NEWS

CHICAGO
Monday, December 3rd, the Rollins Tars met Northwestern in one of
the most thrilling basketball games of
the season. Nearly 100 Alumni and
Parents gathered prior to the game at
the North Shore Hilton for a cocktail
party, hosted by DON WEBER '54 and
DICK KAYE '58. In the company of
Dr. Critchfield, LaRue Boyd, Director
of Public Relations, and Dr. Charles
Rodgers, Associate Professor of
Speech, who were all present from
the College, the hardy 100 sounded
like a multitude cheering for the Tars.

BREVARD COUNTY
ROLLINS-by-the-SEA ALUMNI CLUB
The Rollins-by-the-Sea
Alumni
have just sent a letter to their area

members, 600 strong, asking them to
participate
in
monthly
social
gatherings, a Spring Graduation
Dance, a summer picnic, and possible football excursions in the fall.
GENE BEST '73, President of the Club,
and KEN COLE '72, Vice President,
deserve special congratulations for
the tremendous effort they have
made, and are continuing to make, in
behalf of their Brevard friends.

THE ROLLINS CLUB
Since our last publication, The
Rollins Club has gathered monthly
for various events. In November, the
Dean
of
the
Chapel,
Arnold
Wettstein, spoke at a luncheon in the
Alumni House which approximately
50 attended. December brought together nearly 75 Alumni children for
the Annual Christmas Party complete
with a magician, a musical program

THE FOX
RETURNETH
The tradition of "The Fox" dates
back to President Hamilton Holt's
administration. At the 1934 Commencement, the Pseudo-Honorary
Society of The Fox was inaugurated
with an impressive ceremony presided over by President Holt.
The foxes, or Fox Tribe, symbolic
of their patron saint, St. Reynard,
epitomized bold cleverness, insidious craft, and sharp cunning. The
Society members were elected each
year by the female members of the
student body voting for five males.
The statue decorated the walk
leading to "Old Rec" Hall and
represented the shrine of the order.
Dire punishments were given to
non-members who dared to touch
"The Fox".
The Society flourished for several
years until the statue mysteriously
disappeared, only to re-appear one
day in 7956 on the library steps to
proclaim "Fox Day", familiar to so
many Alumni. "Fox Day" is no more,
but
Yes! The Fox is alive and well and
living in Central Florida! But why
should such a fond memory only be
rejuvenated in the Winter ParkOrlando area? The Fox should live on
in regions such as the Northeast, the
Midwest, the Far West and many
others. Are you asking, "What can
they tell me about the ole Fox? He
died a half a decade ago."
You are wrong. . .dead wrong! In
1971, through the dedicated efforts
of a'few, and drawing upon the
memory of thousands, the image of
the Rollins Fox came out of hibernation as the new mascot of The
Rollins Club. Until that time, only a
few hundred out of a potential 3000
Alumni were active members of the
Central Florida Alumni Association.
How could "the many" be encouraged to renew their friendship
with Rollins? A new image was
needed, a new purpose stressed.
Hence, the Fox began to appear on
an array of correspondence to local
Alumni.
Initially, The Rollins Club would be
strictly social. First, a formal invitation to membership was sent, granted
with a new Fox membership card.
The
Fox
quarterly
calendar
announced monthly activities appealing to Alumni, young or old,
married or single, from the day or
evening schools. . .luncheons with

by the actives of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, donated food and gifts for
the families of Migrant Workers,
AND Santa Claus! Prior to the
opening home basketball game
against David Lipscomb College,
Rollins Club members enjoyed a
cocktail party in the Alumni House.
With the New Year, there has been
another bi-monthly luncheon and
Gene Burns, Orlando's WKIS radio
commentator, drew 60 as guest
speaker. A Club golf tournament
opened the month of February, and
prior to the Rollins-Stetson game on
Valentine's Day, everyone had a
drink at the Alumni House once
again! The Club looks forward to
actively
participating
in,
and
assisting with, Alumni/Parent Weekend in March. Come to Reunion and
meet these "FOX" Alumni!

guest speakers, cocktail parties, golf
tournaments, a children's Christmas
party, theater evenings together.
Postcard reminders of each were
mailed just prior to the event,
publicity through the media was
established, many friends of the
hardy initiators were enlisted to help
in any way possible! It was new and
different, it was fun, and memberships rolled in!
In several months, The Rollins
Club numbered 800 strong! Members
participated where and when they
wished, but they did participate; in
many cases, for the first time with
fellow Alumni. New friendships
evolved, new opportunities arose.
Rollins today was interesting!
The proximity of the College itself
allowed for increasing interaction
between The Rollins Club, the faculty
and students. "The Fox" now envisions helping Rollins in the areas of
admissions, career placement, and,
with its growing membership, undertaking fund raising projects for
scholarship. Any or all of these
activities are just as possible among
Alumni in distant cities.
The Rollins Club is two years old!
She needs sister clubs across the
country. Will the first be The Rollins
Club of New York, Washington,
Boston, or Los Angeles? Your enthusiasm is well known in these
cities. Have a bridge gathering, have
a book review! Get to know one
another.
Mutual
memories
are
instant rapport. Diverse careers intermingle, educate and strengthen
one another. Benefit yourselves individually, benefit Rollins through
collective effort in whatever area
interests you.
We will provide the Fox logo!
Make him your mascot too! Samples
of Fox membership and information
cards are at your disposal, as well as
calendars, invitations and reminders.
Socialize and form an admissions
committee, a placement team, a
scholarship drive in your region!
That rock the Fox is sitting on is a
solid foundation of active Alumni,
but he is ready to move wherever and
whenever needed! Let him join you!

PALM BEACH
On February 8th, nearly 100
Alumni and Parents were invited to
meet President and Mrs. Critchfield,
Mr. James Sheldon, and Alumni
Director and Mrs. Bill Gordon for
cocktails at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Francis S. Wilson, parents of JOHN
WILSON, currently at the Crummer
School.

NORTHERN OHIO
As you receive this Newsletter,
Alumni and Parents in Northern Ohio
will be gathering for cocktails, the
Rollins-Ashland basketball game, and
a buffet following the game on
February 18th. Generously hosting
the affair will be JOHN '42 and JUNE
(REINHOLD) '41 MYERS of Ashland.
President Critchfield and Mr. Charles
Zellers, Vice President and Treasurer,
plan to attend from the College.
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REUNION 1974
Alumni Association To Honor 'Grads'
,
50th - Class of '24
25th -- Class of '49 10th - Class of '64
DON'T MISS THIS ONE! It will be a weekend to "Remember When".
Bob Showalter '69 and his committee chairmen have been hard at work
planning a weekend of gayety, nostalgia, and "Old Fashioned Rollins
Family" fellowship for you and your family.
Make your reservations right now! For. . .the President's Reception, Golf,
Tennis, the President's Luncheon, "Remember When" and Los Vegas! Take
the Bus Tour, enjoy the all-college Picnic! And if you are a Pioneer, there is a
special luncheon for you too!
If you have misplaced your registration form, there is a second one coming
in the mail! Or call the Alumni House, (305) 646-2266, Monday thru Friday,
9—5, reservations unlimited!
ROLLINS COLLEGE
ANNUAL ALUMNI/PARENT WEEKEND
Friday-Sunday, March 29-31,1974
FRIDAY, MARCH 29
10:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:00
3:30 p.m.

- 5:00 p.m.
- 3:00 p.m.
- 6:00 p.m.
- 5:00 p.m.

Alumni Registration
Faculty Visitation
Baseball (double header)
Bus Tour

7:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

— 8:30 p.m.

President's Reception for Parents and Alumni
Free Time

Alumni House
French House
Harper Shepherd Field
Alumni House
Rose Skillman Hall

SATURDAY, MARCH 30
10:00
8:00
10:00
12:00
1:00
2:30
6:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

4:00 p.m.

- 6:00 p.m.
- 2:30 p.m.
- 3:30 p.m.
- ????????

Alumni Registration
Alumni/Parent/Student Golf Tournament
Tennis Round Robin
Baseball (double header)
President's Luncheon
Waterfront Show
Cocktails and Hors D'Oeuvres
"Remember When"
"Las Vegas Night"

Alumni House
Buena Vista Golf Course
College Courts
Harper Shepherd Field
Rose Skillman Hall
Waterfront

Enyart-Alumni Field House

SUNDAY, MARCH 31
9:45 a.m.
11:00
11:00
12:30
12:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Chapel Service
,

Parent's Annual Meeting
Rollins Alumni Annual Meeting
Pioneers Luncheon
Alumni/Parent/Student Picnic

Knowles Memorial Chapel
Bush Science Center
Crummer Hall
Student Center
Library Lawn

ALUMNI/PARENT WEEKEND COMMITTEES
Robert Showalter '69
Chairman:
Mary
Hencken '65
Registration
And Rollins Club
Don Griffin '64
Faculty Visitation
Don Tauscher '55
Bus Tour
Dennis Folken '56
Cathy Coleman '38
President's Reception
Willie Flohr'69
Golf Tournament
Norm Copeland '50
Tennis
Paul Harris '45
Waterfront Activities
Sue Aspinwall '65
President's Luncheon
SATURDAY NIGHT
Remember When
Las Vegas Night

Breck Boynton '63
Hank Hencken '64
Dennis Kamrad '62

SUNDAY
Library Lawn Picnic
Pioneers Luncheon

Ann Johns '57
Charles Spross '27
Ernest Zoller '29

w

I
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Class News
LOUISE (BRETT) SEABURY and her husband
have been in New Jersey for the past year, but
are looking forward to returning to their boat,
which they consider home, for additional
cruising in the Greek Islands.

PIONEERS
y 00 Recalling her most happy days at
Rollins, MAMIE (BLUE) KELLEY '00 sent
affectionate holiday greetings to everyone,
with a special remembrance to Dr. McKean.

'34 Dr. JOHN T. P. CUDMORE writes that
as Director of the San Diego Tumor Institute
he serves as President of the San Diego Unit of
the Cancer Society, as well as a member
professor on their Education Committee.
Additionally, he is Director of Smoking
Research for the city, and Chairman of the
Cancer Commission of the California Medical
Association.

OT The Central Florida Council of The Boy
Scouts of America recognized Judge DONALD
CHENEY '07 in December by naming its
annual Class of Eagles in his honor. Judge
Cheney organized the Central Florida Council
of B.S.A. in 1922 for which he received the
coveted Silver Beaver Award from The
National Council. An active Juvenile Court
Judge, former Trustee of Rollins, organizer of
the Parental Home, a leader in the Rotary
Club, all these and more are credited to Judge
Cheney, but the Boy Scounts have been a
special interest since 1917 when the Judge was
the only Scoutmaster in Orange County.

ROBERT A. ROBERTSON has been reelected
President of the Orange Memorial Hospital
Board of Governors in Orlando. J. T.
BRANHAM '23 was named an honorary life
member of the Board, and FRANK HUBBARD
'41 will serve on the Executive Committee.

/^/'10 ACNES (CLARK) SMITH '10 writes that
her home is still in Oviedo, Florida. "I am
caring for my own citrus interests, and I am
active in civic and church activities, travel
quite abit and do much reading. I will always
love and cherish Rollins."

35 Having "moved from the snow belt
near Syracuse, New York, " MARGARET
(HOPKINS) FREEMAN and her husband are
thoroughly enjoying retirement in East Sandwich, Cape Cod, where the winters are mild
and their visiting grandchildren love the
summers.

We extend our sympathies to RAY
TROVILLION '10 on the passing of his brother,
HARRY, on July 28, 1973. Harry also attended ]
LETTA (STANLEY) SCHULTZ wrote of her trip
the Rollins Academy and was a retired postal //io Greece last winter, followed by a summer
vacation aboard Triangle III cruising the Keys
worker.
with her sons, Brad, now at North Carolina
State; Dick, attending St. Petersburg; and her
J.O We need a monthly publication to
nephew, Tad Stanley. Her husband, Walter, is
keep up with the news of SARA (YANCEY)
Executive Vice President of Reynolds, Smith &
BELKNAP '18! Having been honored by the
Hills of Jacksonville.
University of Florida recently for her contributions to the Performing Arts, she is how
busy establishing an Archives for the founding
church of Texas Christian University which is
in its Centennial year.

'37 ROXIE HACOPIAN has been honored
as an emeritus faculty member at Agnes Scott
College for fourteen years of dedicated
service. She is among those "who, more than
anyone else now living, formed this institution
and made it what it is," states The Agness
Scott College Bulletin.

'21 MAXIMO SOLER '21 wrote Dr. Hanna
recently that he has retired from teaching and
is living in Lugoff, South Carolina.

J

>^9 ANN (LUPTON) STEPHENS '29 has
retired-as Elementary Librarian for the Pinellas
Park School in St. Petersburg.

'30 Recently appointed to the Board of
Governors of the
Brooklyn
Botannical
Kfarden, CLEMENTINE (HALL) KASTENDIECK
writes that she and her husband, Miles, had a
wonderful trip to the Orient with the Fourth
Floral Tour of California.
JOHN A. McCLELLAN had a "good vacation
trip to Eastern Quebec with my brother. We
saw the Gaspe Peninsula, but the biggest
game we saw were a raccoon and a fox; also a
blapk and white skunk. . that we slowed down

JACK JUSTICE is now West Coast Representative for the National Little League Headquarters in San Bernadino, California. He
travels throughout the West Coast states as
well as Hawaii.
MARION T. MCINNIS is serving as Clerk of
the Circuit Court in Bradenton, Florida.
'40 Our own JOE JUSTICE was elected to
the College Baseball Hall of Fame in 1973.
Congratulations
for
recognition
most
deserved!
'41 WILLIAM COE and his wife are now
proud grandparents three times over, and are
thoroughly enjoying residing in a mobile
home park in Sunnyvale, California, where
they continue to "honor your pardner, honor
your corner" in weekly square dance
gatherings!
' 42 In her third and last year at New York
^kfniversity Law School, HELEN (DARLING)
JOHNSON has been helping the University, in
conjunction with Channel 13, set up a
Consumer Mediation Center, called Consumer Help.
jyMM
ARY (TRENDLE) JOHNSTON recently spent
two delightful weeks in Hawaii with two of her
children, and is now back teaching cake
decocafing in San Diego.
^43 IRMA (ACHENBACH) SCUDDER is
Pre-School Director of the Open Air School in
Orlando.
E4 LOUISE (RYAN) HOPKINS is an Associate Editor of the WONDERFUL WORLD of
OHIO magazine in Cleveland, and enjoying
her work tremendously. She is looking forward
to joining everyone for Reunion in March.
r
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2o We
express
our
sympathies
to
KENNETH MATTINGLY '28 and his family on
the death of his mother, Florence S.
Mattingly, January 24, 1974.

'3.9 THOMAS F. COSTELLO is an agent for
New York Life Insurance Company in Winter
Haven, Florida.

MARCELLE (HAMMOND) HAM is Editor and
Publisher of SEASIDE TOPICS, a resort weekly
in Watch Hill, Rhode Island. The paper will
celebrate its 70th Anniversary this year,
having been established by Mr. Hammond in
1904. The family also published the WINTER
PARK TOPICS from 1934-54.
arcelle's
sister,
SALLY
(HAMMOND)
i-Marc
HONAN is making innumerable interview
appearances for her new book, WE ARE ALL
HEALERS, including one with Dr. Joyce
Brothers on television in January. The book
deals with psychic healing in the United
States and in England, where with "high
ethical and professional standards, the English
healers practice in 1500 national hospitals."

0s.

ANNE (BRADFORD) CADMAN, whom
we are happy to 'remove from the lost', is
living in Virginia where she is an editor-writer
for the Northern Virginia Sun.

FAITH CORNWALL is now Director of
Chaplaincy Services for the Central State
Psychiatric Hospital in Nashville, Tennessee.
6 Our
best
wishes
to
BETTY
U(McCAUSLIN)
REX on her marriage to Henry
A. Soubricas, "a somewhat Rollins alumnus
when he was stationed at Rollins in 1943 as a
part of the STAR Unit." We apologize as well
— for publishing recently that her sons, Charles
and Chris Rex, were members of the Florida
Symphony. They are the youngest members of
the Philadelphia Orchestra, which recently
completed a tour of Red China. Charles is a
violinist and Chris a cellist.

Betty once had been rated number five in
women's tennis and is still playing the game
after 34 years of competition. Eight years ago
she played Billie Jean King in a doubles
match, narrowly losing. As a preview to the
worldwide televised match between Bobby
Riggs and Billie Jean King, Betty took on a
young newspaper sports reporter and beat him
handily in a match featured in the Orlando,
Florida Sentinel Star newspaper. The members
of the Orlando-Winter Park Alumnae Club are
among her most enthusiastic boosters."

1^8

As she was busily preparing for a one
woman-'show in January for the Cincinnati
Nature Center, JOYCE (JUNCCLASS) ATTEE
wrote that her daughter, ROBIN '77, is loving
Rollins!
STOWAWAY TO THE MOON by BILL
SHELTON is scheduled to appear as a 2Vi
hour special on CBS around Easter.

l949:25*hREUNION
\yO^ LEE (GIBSON) COLLISON has been
elected Chairman of the Orange County
School Board.
"In September 1973, I toured nine
European countries from Italy to England,"
writes ROBERT WARREN MILLER. Bob is
Secretary of the Board of Directors of Miller
Investment Company in Evanston.
'52 DEREK DUNN-RANKIN
has
been
appointed Vice President and General Manager of The Virginian Pilot and Ledger Star in
Norfolk, we learned from his brother,
JONATHAN '57. "Derek cut his journalistic
teeth on the Rollins Sandspur. . covering the
campus thoroughly on a weekly basis with no
lack of news to report." Jonathan himself is
now a TV newsman with KFMB-TV in San
Diego.
JAMES W. KEY is now President of the First
National Bank of Columbus, Georgia where he
resides with his wife, ANN (GREENE) '52.
..'DIANE (VICEANT) MATTHEWS writes that
shexftS her husband, DAN '55 got together
w/fh MARY ANN (HOBART) GIBBONS and
Mier family over the holidays just prior to Jack
Gibbons'departure for Washington to join the
newly
organized
Energy
Commission,
specializing in conservation. "Deener" and
Dan's daughter, Gail, were home from Exeter.
Academy as well as "Hobo's" daughter, Holly,
from St. Timothy's. Do these nicknames recall
the past, Alums?
JOHN REARDON, leading baritone of the
Metropolitan Opera, is taking time out from
his busy schedule in February to tape a week
of programs with fellow alumnus, FRED
ROGERS '51, on Mister Roger's Neighborhood.
Then he will go on to Houston to sing Trigarin
in the World Premiere of Pasatiere's "The Sea

VI From the Winter issue of THE KAPPA
ALPHA THETA MAGAZINE, "when BETTY
(ROSENQUEST) PRATT played tennis for
Rollins College she was the Number One star.
Later, after marriage and the_birth of a son she
was playing in the semi-finals in Forest Hills.

Cull".
'53 AL CHUBB
has
recently
been
appointed President of ComBank/Fairvilla in
Orlando, in addition to his position as Vice
President of the ComBanks Corporation.

l/DOROTHY (DAVIS) MORGAN and
her
husband, Charles, had a pleasant visit in
Springfield, Missouri with their nephew and
his family, but the 20 degree weather made
them most appreciative of their home in Lake
Placid, Florida, where Dot is now Publicity
Chairman for the newly organized branch of
the American Association of University
Women.
writes, "my
35 years with The Miami Herald end
December 31st when I take up new duties as
Chairman of the Board of the Sun Bank of
Midtown (Miami)." Jeanne has been an
inspiration to female journalists through the
years, and her dedication to the growth of
Miami, and the betterment of the State of
Florida are well known. Best wishes go with
you in your new venture, Jeanne!

St wishes for every success to Debi
Handley, daughter of LOIS (LANGELLIER)
HANDLEY, who has earned a place on the
United States Alpine Ski Team, and is
presently competing in the World Cup Races
in Europe. Debi is only 17 and, hence, the
>nd youngest member of the team.
BARBARA (MACK) WATTERS is working in St.
Petersburg as "Girl Friday" for West Coast
Houseboat Contors Inc. and was excited to
tell us that her daughter, Cathy, plans to
attend Rollins next year to study music and

"JEANNE (BELLAMY) BILLS

Following a 35 day trip to central Europe and
L/'the Creek Islands, LAURA (WINDSOR) MILLS
is enjoying condominium living in Delray
Beach, and serving as a Trustee of the
Women's Club there.
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MARRIAGES:

MORE NEWS

'61 BILL KAHN
October 19, 1973.

of the classes

to

Marsha

We have learned from J0AN (SHEPHERD)
SIMMONs' mother that she is attending the
Graduate School of Social Work at the
University of South Carolina, while her
husband is Chief Resident at William Hall
Psychiatric Institute in Columbia.
MARRIAGES:

Stanton,

62 After six months as a. -Deputy Official
Court Reporter for the J^ffl Judicial Circuit in
SeminoleCountyluiXDA (QUALLS) COFFIE is
with the free lance court reporting firm,
Qualified Reporters, in Orlando.

"NANCY (CORSE) REED won the USLTA
National Clay Court Junior Veteran Singles in
Houston in April, where she was the house
guest ofVtfARJE (PERKINS) LLOYD '54. In
August, in Narragansett, Rhode Island, she
added two more championships, winning the
USLTA National Crass Court Senior Women's
Singleyas well as Doubles, in partnership
with^ETTY (ROSENQUEST) PRATT '47! AND,
from «eAROL (FARQUHARSON) RUFF we
heard that she and Nancy andjXN (PATTON)
WHITMIRE '50 had a grand reunion by phone
during the Christmas holidays, including KAY
(DUNLAP) GUILD in Massachusetts.

BOB BALINK to Frances Adele Harrell, luly
21, 1973.

STEVE CUTTER writes from Palm Beach that
his daughter, Kimberley, is now 18 months
old, and anxiously awaiting a new brother. .
.or sister in May of this year.
|CAU^(RETZER) HAACK and her husband,
Chuck, are looking forward to Reunion once
again, after an extremely busy year settling
their new home in Stone Mountain, Georgia,
as well as taking an extended trip out West
and throughout Mexico.

'56 A Nina O. Dean Libra Group Scholarship award has recently been given to the
College by WILLIAM LONCSTRETH, "a
student who remembers.

PETE TENNEY has joined Botsford Ketchum
Inc. of Los Angeles as Public Relations
Account Supervisor. He is living in Hermosa
Beach with his wife, Ursula, and two children.

J. DUBAC PREECE is living in Brussels where
he is the European Sales Manager for Samuel
Moore Europe S.A., manufacturers of industrial thermoplastics.

BIRTHS:
Dr. GERRY andU^TT
(LACROIX) '65 APPLEityft (LA<
TON, a daughter, Annanda Katherine, October
18, 1973.
'65 AL ARBURY and his wife, Sheila, are
just moving to Grosse Pointe where Al is to
become Manager of Sales and Marketing for
Mario's Foods, an affiliate of Beatrice Foods
of Chicago.

ROBERT WHITE has returned from a sabbatical year in Paris at the Ecole Normale de
Musique de Paris studying with a former
assistant to Alfred Cortot. He was delighted to
pass the "licence d'enseignement" with
honors which allows him to teach full time in
any French conservatory of music. He is
presently a Professor of French, Lecturer in
Music, and Chairman of the Department of
Foreign Languages at Lynchburg College in
Virginia.

Nine
times
women's
Canadian
Golf
Champion, MARLENE (STEWART) STREIT was
recognized in THE KAPPA ALPHA THETA
MAGAZINE for so generously giving of her
time and talent participating in numerous golf
tournaments to raise money for various
charitable organizations in Canada.
&4 SHIRLEY (LEECH) BRICCS was>n^
enough
opough to write and remove her sister; JANET
(LEECH) BRETT '58 from the "Lost" lists. She
also wrote that her husband, Howard, is now
Executive Director of the Laurence Hospital in
Bronxville, New York.

pH

BmmJJ

writes that he is

w
j»#i__n
now part owner and Vice President of Charles
T. Kennedy & Associates in Dallas. The firm
recently opened their new showroom in the
World Trade Center, and Joe and his wife,
Jewel, are building a new home in Dallas.

As of last October, COLEMAN F. CHURCH III
is Executive Vice President of Bradford
Mutual Fund Services in Boston.

This editor was particularly pleased to hear
from \>H*CINIA (CAMPBELL) RAFF at
• Christmas! Ginny will graduate from Trinity
College this spring, has been doing some free
BIRTHS.
lance writing, and, although a busy housewife
ZHT5wa7d and SHIRLEY (LEECH) BRICCS, a
and mother, is considering applying to Yale
daughter, Elizabeth Margaret, June 2, 1973.
Law School. She'll do it! Best wishes for every
success, and may this suffice temporarily for
'58 VIRGINIA CARPENTER is busy in Oak
lack of correspondence.
Park, Illinois playing tennis and swimming, as
MICHAEL WATSON is now Manager of Real
well as "selling Amway home care products,
Estate and Insurance for the R. K. Mellon &
singing barbershop, and taking pictures of
Sons Foundation in Pittsburgh.
weddings for family and friends."
BIRTHS:
^^
GEORGE E. CHITTENDEN JR. sends "a warm
MICHAEL an^SUSAN (DIX) '64 WATSON, a
hello to all my former classmates of 1956-57."
son, Gates McGarrah, October 12, 1973
He returned to Rollins for his MBA in 1970 and
is currently, an Instructor in ArchitectureJEFF and Doris STEBICK, a daughter, Melanie
Building Construction Technology at Valencia
Louise, November 11, 1973.
Junior College in Orlando.
'59 The TARS own BOYD COFFIE was
recently named District Baseball Coach of the
Year! Hardly surprising! Congratulations!
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'6# SYDNEY B. GOODWIN served as
Campaign Manager for the first woman in
many years to win a Des Moines City Council
seat and, between skiing trips to Aspen,
where he ran into HELEN (CARRELL) MANN,
'59, he is working with the Junior League
Board in the formation of community
programs for court volunteers and drug
education.

'64 BOB BALINK is serving as Vice
President and General Manager of the
Pensacola Racquet Club which he built last
year. As a registered real estate broker, he
also finds time to travel to Orlando at regular
tervals to teach Florida Real Estate Law at
the Bert Rodgers School of Real Estate.
JJJAVfand KATHY (CELLER) '66 CHINOY are
busy making plans for two years of European
travel following Dave's completion of his
Cardiology Fellowship at the Shands Hospital
in Gainesville. Dave will then go into private
practice on the West Coast of Florida.
'k^PCY'(CLASSEN) CHRIST and her family are
thoroughly enjoying Southern California
living in Rancho Palos Verdes where her
husband, Alan, is the Regional Manager for
Shared Medical Systems.
MARVIN GASSMAN is now Branch Chief for
the Apollo/Skylab Program with NASA at the
Kennedy Space Center.

PETER and 6A/LE (VAN DEUSEN) O'BRIEN
have just moved into their new home in
Bernardsville, New Jersey with their four
children. Peter is now Vice President of
Johnson & Higgins, the world's largest and
oldest international insurance brokerage firm.
Each summer the O'Brien's enjoy a wilderness
fishing-hunting-canoe trip out West. "It makes
the New York commuting tolerable!"

Pifcartfparents
^libtidparents of three daughters, BARBARA
(DILLER) and MONTE HARTSfrTL are stationed at Mt. Home AFB in Idaho where
Monte is a navigator on the F-111's.

in the

DOUG and BARBARA (LIVERETT) '67 KLOPP
are busy putting the finishing touches on a
new home which John designed and built for
them in Rochester, Minnesota, as they await
the arrival of their second little Klopp,
perhaps by this writing!
CHARLES S. LATTIN stopped in at the Alumni
House to tell us that he is now a Field
Representative for the Retail Credit Company
in Orlando.
BIRTHS:

LARS FREIHOLTZ is now a Senior Assistant
with Proctor & Gamble in Stockholm. He
wrote that his first child, a daughter, baptized
Charlotte Louise, was born on October 23,
1973.
DANIEL MARK KEIL is Assistant Corporate
Counsel for America Devco in Miami, a
service corporation of Grand Bahama Development Company Ltd.
DOUG and BARBARA (LIVERETT)- '67
DRAPER have a new home in Fairfax, Virginia
where Doug is with the Pender Veterinary
Clinic.
JOHN and DOTTIE (WOOD) '67 KLOPP are
busy putting the finishing touches on a new
home which John designed and built for them
in Rochester, Minnesota, as they await the
arrival of their second little Klopp, perhaprby
this writing!
ELLERY
(SONKINC) MAUCERI
and her
husband, Joseph, are living in Boca Raton now
where Joe has opened his practice in Internal
Medicine. •
BIRTHS:

AL and Sheila ARBURY, a son, David Bryant,
July 7, 1973.
RONALD and ROSE
DREYFUS, a daughter,
November 20, 1973.

'67 LYNN (HUTNER) COLWELL is working
parttime in a photo lab in Tucson, playing
tennis, and teaching a women's exercise
program, while her husband, Steve, is still
with Up With People. On a trip to Florida in
June, the Colwell's visited with VEE (STACY)
STEPELTON '66, but were disappointed not to
be able to see Rollins this swing.

(RUEDICER)
'66
Stacy Arlington,

Mr. and Mrs. JAMES C. TREADWAY JR., a
daughter, Elizabeth Pepper, June 13, 1973.
'66 TOM ALEXANDER writes that he will
be leaving the Chemical Bank of New York
and moving to Ft Lauderdale where he will be
Manager of Operations for the Lakes National
Bank. He and PAMELA (BOOTH) '68 have a
two year old daughter, Wendy Booth.
From JOHN P. ASHTON II, "I have been busy
commuting between Steamboat Springs and
Grand Junction in Colorado to oversee the
refurbishing of an 1896 house which has been
made into a gourmet restaurant called The
Galley."
BILL DICK is looking toward his last year at
Emory Law School, while wife, SUE (BOATWRIGHT) '67 will complete her Masters in
Education this summer.
MARIA (SAVVAS) FEELEY has recently retired
as Drama Specialist for the Philadelphia
Department of Recreation due to the birth of
her second child. Her husband, William,
teaches English in a high school there and is
the Director of a playground.
JEFFREY P. FISHER has joined Low's Incorporated as an Account Executive. Low's, a
marketing communications firm, designs and
produces packaging, collateral advertisements and films.
We were sorry to see BUELL and ELIZABETH
(PARKER) '72 HOLLISTER leave Winter Park,
but wish them every success in Richmond,
Vermont where Buell will be with Hopper
Securities in Essex Junction.
SUE (MITCHELL) WALLACE was honored by
the Navy this past October when she was
invited to give an organ recital in the Naval
Academy Chapel.
MARRIAGES:
CASSANDRA (NORTHWAY) HENDERSON to
Dr. John Thomas Hancock, January 4, 1974.
BIRTHS:

William A. and MARIA (SAVVAS) FEELEY, a
JOHN L. HUGHES has been promoted to
son, William Aloysius IV, September 2, 1973.
Department Chief, Engineering Personnel
Relations, at the Atlanta Works of Westerp/
jor John and
PATSY
(BLACKBURN)
Electric
Company.
His
wife, /jANE
'{'
NtlLL a son |ohn )ustm Februarv 16 1973
(THOMPSON) '68, is with Christie Developers,
°
'
'
'
'

Steve and LYNN (HUTNER) COLWELL, a
daughter, Carolyn Hope, January 31, 1973.
Roberto and GALE (FITZWATER) RUFF, a
daughter, Claudine Nanette, June 25, 1973.
'68 BOB CHANDLER received his MBA
from Florida Atlantic University in 1972, and
has been Comptroller of the Plantation First
National Bank in Ft. Lauderdale since
September of that year. Recently, he was
named Operations Officer as well.
NONA GANDELMAN sent holiday greetings
to everyone, and writes that she is running a
reading improvement school in Ft. Collins,
Colorado.
KIRBY LEE MORGAN recently wrote Jane
Fletcher in the College Archives that he is
busy tutoring Physics majors from nearby
Olivet College. Kirby is living at home at 319
E. Henry, Charlotte, Michigan 48813, and
would enjoy hearing from any fellow alumni.
DAN and BOBBI (CORENAN) PINCETICH
went to Germany for a three year tour with the
Army Security Agency following graduation,
and then to the University of Southern
California to complete Dan's Master of Arts in
International Relations which he had started
in Europe. They have just returned to Munich
where Dan is Administrative Coordinator for
the German Graduate Program for USC,
overseeing all aspects of living and studying
for 150 exchange students. "It seems like I
have come the complete circle since the days
of being semi-associated with the Rollins
administration as a resident advisor on your
staff," Dan writes to Dr. Hicks.
SARA (PERROTT) ROSE is enjoying living with
her husband and year old daughter in Boston,
is substitute teaching, and wishes the boating
season were longer!
RHEUA SUSAN STAKELEY is finishing her
graduate degree at Boston University while
working in the Admissions Office of Phillips
Exeter Academy. She has enjoyed traveling
with Admissions recruiting, and will be Girl's
Varsity Tennis Coach for the Academy as well
this spring.
RUSS TAYLOR has received his Masters
Degree in Printing Technology from Rochester
Institute of Technology, and is now a Quality
Control Analyst for Avery Label Company in
New Brunswick, New Jersey.
MARRIAGES:
BETSEY BERCHULT and Lowell Carter Draper,
November 3, 1973.
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MICHAEL RANDOLPH will graduate from the
University of Mississippi School of Law in
December.
FRANK RITTI recently appeared as Linus in
the Florida Southern production of YOU'RE A
GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN, where his
wife, Cathy, is Assistant to the Dean of
Students. Frank is with the Entertainment
Division of Disney World.
'
HOLLY ROGERS has been promoted at Winter
Park Telephone to the IBM and TELEX circu its,
concerned with music and radio loops. She
gave a voice recital this past fall, and plans a
duet recital in the spring.
CYD THOMAS will receive her Masters in
Intercultural Relations from the University of
the Americas in Pueblas, Mexico in June.
MARRIAGES:
CRATTEN LEE WHITE JR. and Sally Daniel,
October 6, 1973.
SARA KAPPEL and Joel Montgomery, 1973.
'69 LINDA BUCK, a Governmental Relations attorney with the Gulf Oil Corporation
in Washington D.C., writes that she has been
deeply involved in all legal and regulatory
aspects of the energy crisis since July. She will
be featured in the February issue of Glamor
magazine.
TERENCE M. LAW has finished his tour with
the Marine Corps and is presently living in Los
Angeles while working in sales for M. J. Grady
& Associates.
ROGER MILLER has been in New York now for
about a year and a half, "doing some
commercials, but theatre is smarting. Good
luck to everyone during the recession."
STEFAN YOUNG is completing his second
year at the Juilliard School of Music and will
receive his Masters in June.

MARRIAGES:
CONSTANCE E. HIRSCHMAN and Basil
Alexander Shorb III, September 8, 1973.
DEBORAH (YOTTER) TAYLOR and Jack Gann,
December 17, 1973.

'70 ERIC GARDNER received his Masters
of Fine Arts in Playwriting from Columbia, and
one of his works was done off Broadway in
1971. For the last two years, he has managed
his own recording company in New York, and
traveled with large rock groups.
ALLAN KEEN, formerly with Barnett Bank of
Winter Park, has joined Odyssey Incorporated
as a registered real estate broker, with special
emphasis on promotional activities and the
coordination of institutional accounts. Allan
is a member of the Committee of 200, Director
of Orlando Sales and Marketing Executives
Association, Vice President of the Big
Brothers of Orlando, and past President and
current Chairman of the Board of the Winter
Park Jaycees.
JOHN M. KEST, practicing law with Billings,
Frederick, Wooten & Honeywell in Orlando,
was married November 24th to Sally Dee
Millward, who MAY oppose John in court, as
Assistant State Attorney in the Juvenile
Division!
TOM MCLAUGHLIN has received his DDS
from the University of North Carolina Dental
School and been commissioned a Captain in
the Army for whom he is practicing in Ft.
Stewart, Georgia.
LAURENCE MERCIER is now a Costume
Painter with Ray Diffen Stage Clothes in New
York.

Bon Voyage, DIDI MICHELSON! Retiring for
the time being as Office Manager for the
Winter Park Chamber of Commerce, Didi is
off to Europe to satisfy her wanderlust, until "I
run out of money!"
PAUL NEWCOMER will be completing his
Naval tour in July in Norfolk, and plans to
continue at Old Dominion University for his
Graduate Degree in History, where he is
currently a parttime student.
DAN and MARY (CLAUSEN) RAMEY are living
in Peoria, Illinois where Dan is with Bristol
Myers.
JANE (BUTTS)SUSACK is teaching in the
Upper St. Clair School District, in the suburbs
of Pittsburgh.
'71 BILL and MARCIA (WILSON) '70
BLASIER are very happy living in Rockville,
Maryland where Bill is working for the
Occupational Safety and Health Commission
while attending his third year at Georgetown
Law School. Marcia is a Speech Clinician for
the Montgomery County Public Schools. They
both enjoyed a pleasant visit last summer with
FRED 70 and JULIE (THOMAS) 72 TONE, and
EMORY 70 and JEAN (LEITH) ROBOTHAM.
JEFFREY BROOKS is presently in his third year
of Medical School at the University of Miami.
He completed the National Medical Boards,
Part I, with Honors, and in specializing in
Internal Medicine and Neurology. His sister,
DEIDRE ANN DAVID 77, is in her first year of
Pre-Med at Rollins.
CHARLES and MARY (KEATING) HAYWOOD
, are living in Cedar Rapids, Iowa where Charles
is with Bendog, a tire retreading company.
JAMES RYAN is completing his final year at
the Kent School of Law in Chicago, and is
considering practicing in Florida.
MARRIAGES:
ANN SCHWARTZ and Dan Belter, October 6,
1973.
BIRTHS:
CHARLES and MARY (KEATING) HAYWOOD,
a daughter, Abigail Anne, February 3, 1973.
'72 ANN CROWTHER is working as an
accounting assistant for the University of
Florida while she pursues her specialist degree
in Counselor Education.
JANIS HIRSCH is Director of Station Relations
for the National Lampoon Radio Hour in New
York.
LEE JAMESON returned to the campus to visit
and came in to tell us that he is now with ATV
News, CKCW TV in Moncton, New Brunswick,
Canada.

'73 Ensign BARRY COOMBS is Assistant
Officer in Charge aboard the U.S.S. Woodpecker, berthed in Seattle.
LAURA
J. CRUTCHFIELD
is
substitute
teaching at the College Preparatory School in
Cincinnati.
ELAINE PAULY wrote recently that she
graduated from the University of Cincinnati
last June with a Bachelor of Arts in Finance
and Economics.
NED ROLLINS, with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Tufts and a degree from the Boston Fine
Arts Museum School, has been teaching
secondary school art and Adult Pottery
Courses. He is presently involved in setting up
his own shop.
RONALD M. SOLDO is attending The
Wharton School of Finance and Commerce at
the University of Pennsylvania.
The following alumni of the Class of 73 are
currently attending the Thunderbird Graduate
School of International Management in
Arizona:
PATISTE C. BRONOE, LEO D.
HOCHSTETTER, and KAREN E. JOHNSON.
MARRIAGES:
REBECCA BARITOT and Charles Allan Patsch,
August 25, 1973.
ELIZABETH CHENEY and Ray Michel, October
27, 1973.
DEBRA LEE HOLMES and WILLIAM L. STARR,
November, 1973.
'74 DEAN ALLAN CHRISTENSEN will return to Rollins in June to receive his degree,
although he has started his first year of
medical school at the University of South
Florida College of Medicine in Tampa. He is
the third student in the history of Rollins to be
accepted to Medical School after only three
years as an undergraduate.

WILLIAM C. ARFLIN JR. 73 has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S.
Air Force, and has been assigned to Grand
Forks AFB in North Dakota as a race relations
instructor.
HAROLD E. BRANTHAM JR. '68, and MAT 70,
is Forms Manager for Pan American World
Airways, and has been a member of the
parttime faculty for Rollins at the Patrick Air
Force Branch on the East Coast.
ROBERT W. FARRELL 70 is the Senior Test
and Launch Engineer for the Chrysler Corporation at the Kennedy Space Center.
ROBERT T. HICCINS 70 is living in Orlando
where he is an Internal Revenue Agent with
the U. S. Treasury Department.
Lieutenant
Commander
GEORGE
A.
HOFFMAN '65, and MAT 71, is head of
Logistics Management Systems for the Naval
Training Equipment Center in Orlando.
TONG LEE 73 is General Manager of the Los
Angeles office of Golden Bell Trading
Company.
LLOYD SIMONSON '68 is working with the
House of Representatives of the State of
Illinois with the Majority Leadership Staff. He
is particularly involved in Budget Analysis for
Transportation Policy, while he is simultaneously doing Doctoral Thesis Research on
Legislative Staffing.
MAT
Lieutenant Colonel WILLIAM L. BENTLEY 70
recently completed Part II of a Command and
General Staff Course at the U.S. Army Staff
College, in preparation for high position at
division and command levels.
LYNNE (BARNES) FOLEY 72 writes that-she is
in her third year of teaching, working with
children who need special perceptual
training, and enjoying it thoroughly. In
addition, "we have a beautiful condominium
at St. Augustine Beach and would love to have
folks rent it!"
MBA

WILLIAM H. PARKER '65 has returned to the
Orlando County Office of the Farmers Home
Administration, a division of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. Bill was formerly
with the State Office in Gainesville.
Chief Master Sergeant JACK A. SMITH '65 has
returned to Cannon AFB in New Mexico
following completion of a special school at
Gunter AFB. Sergeant Smith is a supply
services superintendent with the 27th Services
Squadron, a unit of the Tactical Air
Command.
MARRIAGES:
IRA YOUNCBLOOD JR. 70 and Virginia
McGuffey, August 31, 1973.
IN MEMORIAM

BA [Evening]
Senior Master Sergeant EUGENE E. CALLAHAN JR, 70 has completed a nine week
course at Gunter AFB, and returned to Patrick
AFB where he is an aircraft maintenance
superintendent for the Systems Command.
Air Force Master Sergeant FREDERICK C. CYR
72 has graduated from the Tactical Air
Command Academy at Langley AFB. The
sergeant is an aeromedical superintendent at
MacDill AFB in Florida.
BS [Evening]
PHARES T. SWARTLEY 73 has become an
engineer with IBM and recently transferred to
their plant in Manassas, Virginia.

Major BARBARA BOYD, 1955, deceased
August 20, 1973.
JOHN LEE CONNABLE, 1958, deceased
November 20, 1973.
SHIRLEY (CRAIC) ESSINCTON, 1904, deceased September 11, 1973.
NELL (BROWARD) GILES, 1906, deceased
July, 1973.
deceased
THEODORE
J.
KEW,
1932,
November 9, 1973.
ARNOLD F. A. KLUEVER, MSM 1972, deceased October 2, 1973.
SUZANNE R. MACPHERSON, 1939, deceased
August 17, 1973.
GEORGE B. "SON" ROBERTS, 1916 deceased
December 22, 1973.
ADA (BUMBY) YOTHERS, 1905, deceased
November 9, 1973.
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HELP US "REMOVE FROM THE LOST"

MOVING?

The Alumni House has, if any, an incorrect address
for the Alumni listed below. Please check the list
carefully, and if you know the whereabouts of any of
these lost Alumni, send the information to us on the
adjoining "Moving" form, if necessary. Thank you.
Additional lists of unlocated Alumni will be published
later.

If you are moving, please give us advance notice, so that the Rollins
College Magazine can follow you to keep you posted on College
happenings.

Lamar Brantley '53
Joseph Marvin Bratun '69
James Briden '66
Ray Fred Bridenbuagh '69
Thomas Woolf Buchbinder '52
Mary McKeever Bucy '58
Cynthia E. Burke '70
John William Burkhart '69
Judith Baez Butler '59
Nancy Lee Butler '68
Barbara Calick '61
Congrave C. Callaway IV '63
Charles Robert Carlisle '56
Paul Henry Carlson '66
Margaret E. Carrington '61
Clay C. Carroll '66
James Luke Cassidy '67
Carol Neimen Chalker '66
Clarence Robert Baughan '67 Peter Earle Chance '71
Douglas James Baxendale '62 Gertrude Rasmussen Clark '71
Barbara Jean Beegle '66
Jean Clarke '49
Katherine C. Biles '69
George D. Cocalis '48
Maurice P. Cody '59
James Lynn Black '67
Anne Nelson Blackburn '58
Alan N. Coleman '61
William G. Collins '41
i
Robert S. Blaisdell '64
Thomas Jerome Connolly '72
Doris Jensen Blue '51
Kenneth James Coppola '69
Clara Ann Boles '66
Donald Corrigan '52
Richard Thomas Booth '68
Catherine Saunders Bowes '43 Peter A. Cowin '66
Lynwood C. Cox '66
Frank C. Boyd Jr. '52
Meredith DeWitt Cox '64
Elaine Marie Brackett '51
Charlotte Cranmore '47
Edward James Brady '60

Lloyd F. Abbotts '62
Kenneth Allen Acker '70
Barbara Doyle Adamek '72
Marie Lang Adams '56
Herman M. Adkins '62
Jose A. Alicea '67
Donald B. Allen III '66
Robert A. Allen '49
Robert John Anderson '62
John Joseph Apolis '65
Rachel Holden Austin '50
Earlene Roberts Austin '56
David Russell Bachman '65
Deanne G. Baker '69
Silas Kenneth Baker Jr. '67
William Jay Barker Jr. '49
Dr. Samuel B. Barley '54
John J. Batman '68

Frank Dallas Craver '68
Merwin Lowell Cray '73
Jerry G. Croley '69
Kathryn F. Crosetto '58
Paul Edward Crouch '67
M. Gene Culbertson '58
Ronald C. Curry 67
Paul T. Davis III '70
Robert H. Davis '64
Sara Parker Davis '69
Miles B. Dawson '32
Mildred Muccia Dawson '36
Paul Dean Daymude '67
Albert S. Dealaman Jr. '53
Sara Brookbank Debot '59
Alberto H. Danel Jr. '55
Renee Wolfe DeHaro '65
Keith J. Dennis '66
Andoni L. DeUrresti '50
Frederic C. Develder '70
George Luis Dewey Jr. '69
Edward T. Dickerson '66
Robert E. Dietz '63
J David Dobson '58
David J Dodge '68
Alma Cherry Dorfman '56
Charles G. Douglass '68
Joyce Yedmans Dreiers '50
Lewis M. Duke '51
Oscar C. Duke '65
Audian D. Dunham '68
Robert D. Durand '66

just drop this coupon into an envelope and mail to:
Rollins College Alumni Association
P.O. Box 50

Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789

(MAIDEN)

(FIRST)

(LAST)

HUSBAND'S NAME OR INITIALS

NEW STREET ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP CODE

OLD CITY , STATE. ZIP

EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW ADDRESS

Postal regulations require us to pay 10 cents for every copy not deliverable as addressed. Please notify us in advance. We can process it
more quickly and save the College money on returned mail. Thank you.

